This paper proposes a constructive logic in which a concurrent system can be dened as a proof of a specication. The logic is dened by adding stream types and several rules for them to an ordinary constructive logic. The unique feature of the obtained system is in the (MP S T ) rule which is a kind of structural induction on streams. The (MP S T ) rule is based on the idea of largest xed point inductions, but the formulation of the rule is quite dierent and it allows to dene a concurrent process as a Burge's mapstream function with a good intuition on computation. This formulation is possible when streams are viewed as sequences not innite lists. Also, our logic has explicit nondeterminacy but we do not introduce any extralogical device. Our nondeterminacy rule, (NonDet), is actually a dened rule which uses inherent nondeterminacy in the traditional intuitionistic logic. Several techniques of dening stream based concurrent programs are also presented through various examples.
Introduction
Constructive logics give a method for formal development of programs, e.g., [C + 86, ?] . Suppose, for example, the following formula: 8x : D 1 :9y : D 2 : A(x; y). This is regarded as a specication of a function, f , whose domain is D 1 and the codomain is D 2 satisfying the inputoutput relation, A(x; y), that is, 8x : D 1 : A(x; f (x)) holds. This functional interpretation of formulas is realized mechanically. Namely, if a constructive proof of the formula is given, the function, f , is extracted from the proof with q-realizability interpretation [TvD88] or with Curry-Howard correspondence of types and formulas [How80] . This programming methodology will be referred to as constructive programming [SK90] in the following.
Although constructive programming has been studied by many researchers, the constructive systems which can handle concurrency are rather few. This is mainly be-3 This work was supported by ICOT as a joint research project on theorem proving and its application.
cause most of the constructive logics hav ized as intuitionistic logics, and the intu does not have explicit concurrency besid malization corresponding to the executio [Got85] . For example, QJ [Sat87] is an int gramming logic for a concurrent languag ever, when we view QJ as a constructive system, concurrency only appears in the o mantics of Quty.
Linear Logic [Gir87] gives a new formu structive logic which is not based on intuit the rst constructive logic which can hand at the level of logic. The logic was obtain logical connectives of traditional intuition cal logic to introduce drastically new co the meaning of parallel execution. In Lin mulas are regarded as processes or resou rule of inference denes the behavior of a eration. Linear Logic resembles Milner's in this respect.
We take intermediate approach between Logic in the sense of not throwing away intuitionistic logic. The advantage of th that the functional interpretation of logic in the traditional constructive programmin tuitionism is preserved, and that both the concurrent parts of programs are naturall constructive proofs. To this end, we ta based concurrent programming model [KM duce stream types and quantication over A formula is regarded as a specication when it is a universally or an existentia over stream types, and otherwise it repre cation of a sequential function, properti or linkage relation between processes. A t 8X:9Y:A(X; Y ) where X and Y are strea regarded as a stream transformer. Most of ference are those of ordinary constructive systems, but rules for nondeterminacy a types are also introduced. Among them, a tural induction on stream types called (M heart of our extended system: With (M transformers can be dened as Burge's ma tions [Bur75] . whose canonical elements are given by a schema of mapstream functions, but relation between his formulation and logic is not investigated. N. Mendler and others [PL86] introduced lazy types and the type checking rules for them into an intuitionistic type theory preserving the propositions-as-types principle in the sense that an empty type can exist even in the extended type theory. However, they do not give sucient rules of inference for proving specication of stream handling programs. Reasoning about stream transformer can be handled with a largest xed point induction as was demonstrated by P. Dybjer and H. P. Sander [DS89] . However, their system is designed as a program verication system not as a constructive programming system. Although q-realizability interpretation for program extraction can be dened for the coinduction rule [?], the rule seems rather dicult to use for proving specications. The reason is that the coinduction rule deeply depends on the notion of bisimulation, so that in the proof procedure one must nd a stronger logical relation included in the more general logical relation and that is not always an easy task.
The (MPST) rule is based on a similar idea to the coinduction rule: one must nd a new logical relation and a new function to prove the conclusion. However, what one must nd has a clear intuitive meaning as the components of a concurrent process. Therefore, the (MPST) rule shows an intuitive guideline on how to construct a concurrent process.
Section 2 explains how a concurrent system is specied in logic. A process is specied by the 8X:9Y:A(X; Y ) type formula as in the traditional constructive programming. The rest of the sections focus on the problem of dening processes which meet the specications. Section 3 formulates streams and stream types. Streams are viewed as innite lists or programs which generate innite lists at the level of underlying programming language. At the logical reasoning level, streams are sequences, namely, total functions on natural numbers. This two level formulation of streams enables to introduce (MPST) which will be given in section 4. Section 5 presents the rest of the formalism of the whole system. The realizability interpretation which gives the program extraction algorithm from proofs will be dened. Several examples will be given in section 6 to demonstrate how stream based concurrent programming is performed in our system. This is a typical proof style to dene a two functions. Thus, a concurrent system i by 8X:9Y : A(X; Y ) type formula. X and Y output streams of the whole concurrent sy an internal stream.
All these things just realize the idea that be viewed as a special case of processes. ing, we focus on the problem of how to d (stream transformer) as a constructive pr
We give in this section the denition of the stream types C and I , and consider the semantics of quantication over I .
Two Level Stream Types
A stream can be viewed at least in three ways: an innite list, an innite process, and an output sequence of an innite process, namely, a total function on natural numbers. The formal theories of lazy functional programming such as [PL86] and [Hag87] can be regarded as the theories of concurrent functional programming based on the rst two points of view on streams. Our system uses a lazy typed lambda calculus as the underlying programming language and has lazy types as computational stream types . Computational stream types are only used as the type system for the underlying language. In proving specications of stream transformers, we use logical stream types which are based on the third point of view on streams. In other words, we have two kinds of streams: computational streams at the programming language level, and logical streams at the logical reasoning level. We denote a computational stream type C and a logical stream type I . The following is the basic rules for computational stream types. The idea behind them is similar to that behind the lazy type rules in [PL86] . We confuse the meaning of the innite list constructor, (::), and will use this also as an innite cartesian product constructor. We abbreviate M = N for M = N in in the following. Note that X(n) = hd(tl n (X)) for arbitra n : nat. All the rules for hd, tl and (:: tional streams also hold for these dened the constructor for logical streams.
Quantication over Logic Types
There is a diculty in dening the meanin tion over (logical) stream types. The stan object, a, of type such that A(a) holds". However, as a stream is a partial object we can only give an approximation of the complete object at any moment. Therefore we need to extend the familiar interpretation of quantication over types. In fact, Brouwer's theory of choice sequences [TvD88] in intuitionism provides us with the meaning of quantication over innite sequences. There are two principles in Brouwer's theory, the principle of open data and the principle of function continuity . The principle of open data, which informally states that for independent sequences any property which can be asserted must depend on initial segments of those sequences only, gives the meaning of the quantication of type 8X:9y:A(X; y). That is, for an arbitrary sequence, Note that this semantics also meets the proof method used in [KM74] : To prove a property P (X) on a stream X, we rst prove P for an initial nite subsequence, X 0 , of X (`P (X 0 )) and dene`P (X) to be lim X 0 !X P (X 0 ).
Structural Induction on Logical Streams
As streams can be regarded as innite lists, we would expect to extend the familiar structural induction onnite lists to streams. However, a naive extension of the structural induction on nite lists does not work well. If we allow the rule below, 0; A(tl(X))`]A(X) 0`8X : I : A(X) (SI) the following wrong theorem can be proved: where M is a suitable predicate and A(n; X; Y ) must be a rank 0 formula [?] . We can easily extend the rule to the multiple input stream version. We do not give the precise denition of rank 0 formulas here, but the intention is that we should not expect to extract any computational meaning from A(n; X; Y ) part. This restriction comes from purely technical reason, but does not degenerate the expressive power of the rule from the practical point of view because we usually need only to dene a stream transformer program but not the verication code corresponding to A(n; X; Y ) part. The technical reason for the side condition of (MP ST ) is as follows: (MP ST ) is in fact a derived rule with (ST ) and (CON), so that q-realizability interpretation dened in the next section is carried out using the interpretation of those rules. The rank 0, the interpretation is trivial. This responds to to side condition of (MP ST )
(((P M) N)(NX))) M X: if (ajhd(X)) then M(tl(X)) else hd(X) N X: if (ajhd(X)) then N(tl(X)) else tl(X)
The intuitive meaning of (MP ST Note that, as we must give a suitable f prove the conclusion, (MP ST ) is essent order rule.
The Formal System
This section presents the rest of the forma system briey.
Non-deterministic -calc
The non-deterministic -calculus is a typ calculus based on parallel reduction and the underlying programming language. T almost the same as that given in [Tak91] . . L or R That is, reduces to L or R in a nondeterministic way. This is like ipping a coin, or can be regarded as hiding some particular decision procedure whose execution may not always be explained by the reduction mechanism.
is regarded as an element of 2 + , a super type of The realizability dened in this section is a variant of q-realizability [TvD88] .
A new class of formulas called realizability relations is introduced to dene q-realizability. A type is assigned for each formula, which is actually the type of the realizer of the formula. 
Examples
The basic programming technique with demonstrated in this section. In the follo X n for X(n) when X is a stream.
A process which doubles each element of the input natural number stream is dened as follows: SPEC 1: 8X : I nat :9Y : I nat :8n : nat: Y n = 2 1 X n Proof: The proof is continued by (MP ST ). Let M(X; a) def = a = 2 1 hd(X), and (a) and (b) are easily proved. (c) is proved by letting f = X: tl(X).
The program extracted from the proof is X:m: 2 1 hd(tl m (X)) which is, by the isomorphism ', extensionally equal to z:X: (2 1 hd(X) :: z(tl(X))).
A process which takes the successive two elements at once from the input stream and outputs the sum of them is dened as follows: which is extensionally equal to z:X: (hd(X) + hd(tl(X)) :: z(tl 2 (X))). (a) is proved by divide and con gard to P R(hd(X)) _ :P R(hd(X)). (b) ily. The proof of (c) is a little compl X: if P R(hd(X)) then flt(hd(X); tl(X where flt(p; X) is the lter process dev previous subsection. Then, for arbitra and n : nat the following hold: 1. P P R(tl(X) n ); 2. :P R(f(X) n ) ) :P P R(f(X) n ) ) f(X) n = tl(X) n . These by divide and conquer on P R(hd(X)) _ Then, from A(n; f(X); tl(Y )) , ( The stream merge operation is a typical ex determinacy which can also be dened However, because of the condition (c) on A our specication is weaker than that of th tion. It only species that all the elements stream come from the input streams. The teria for a merge operation, namely, all t the input streams occur in the output stre the order of the input elements without loss, depends on how the formula M is de how f is dened for (c) in the premises of allows to develop the proof of a specication with a good intuition on the concurrent process to be dened, and the rule seems to be easier to handle than the largest xed point induction. Also, nondeterminacy was introduced at the level of logic using the inherent nondeterminacy of proof normalization in intuitionistic logic. For the future work, as seen in the example of a merger process, the side condition for (MP ST ) should be relaxed to handle larger varieties of concurrent processes.
